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Abstract: Background: The interrelation between intestinal polyps, metabolic syndrome (MetS), and colorectal cancer

(CRC) is a critical area of study. This research focuses on pinpointing potential molecular targets to understand the link

between intestinal polyp formation, metabolic irregularities, and CRC progression. Methods: We examined clinical

samples from patients with intestinal polyps coexisting with MetS and compared them with samples from patients with

standard intestinal polyps. Transcriptome sequencing and public database analysis were employed to identify significant

pathways and genes. These targets were then validated through immunohistochemistry (IHC). Following the RNA

interference of key target expression, a series of experiments, including the cell counting kit-8 assay, colony formation,

wound healing, and Transwell assays, were conducted. Results: Comparative analysis revealed 75 up-regulated and 61

down-regulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the MetS polyp group vs. the control. Kyoto encyclopedia of

genes and genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment suggested these DEGs were primarily associated with cell cycle and

mitosis. Integration with comparative toxicogenomics database (CTD) and the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) databases

highlighted 44 key CRC-related genes. Protein interaction networks indicated connections of purkinje cell protein 4

(PCP4), olfactomedin 1 (OLFM1), fibronectin 1 (FN1), and transforming growth factor beta 3 (TGF-β3) with the

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. Tumor correlation studies suggested higher risk associations with

FN1, PCP4, and TGF-β3, while OLFM1 was identified as a lower risk gene. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed a

decrease in OLFM1 in MetS-associated intestinal polyps. Upon interference with OLFM1 in polyp epithelial cells, there

was a significant enhancement in cell proliferation, colony formation, and cell migration and invasion capabilities.

Conclusion: Our study highlights a significant decrease in OLFM1 expression in MetS-associated intestinal polyps. And,

this reduction in OLFM1 is associated with enhanced cell proliferation, colony formation, and increased cell migration

and invasion capabilities. These findings underscore the reduced OLFM1 expression in MetS-associated intestinal polyps

may play a crucial role in promoting tumorigenic processes in colorectal pathology. Further research on OLFM1 may

provide valuable insights into understanding and targeting MetS-associated intestinal polyps.

Abbreviations
MetS metabolic syndrome
CRC colorectal cancer
IHC immunohistochemistry
DEGs differentially expressed genes
T2DM type 2 diabetes mellitus
BMI Body Mass Index
CIN chromosome instability

IR Insulin resistance
COAD colon adenocarcinoma
EVs extracellular vesicles
PCP4 purkinje cell protein 4
OLFM1 olfactomedin 1
FN1 fibronectin 1
TGF-β3 transforming growth factor beta 3
CTD comparative toxicogenomics database
TCGA the cancer genome atlas

Introduction

The traditional route through which colorectal cancer (CRC)
develops from intestinal polyps is known as the adenoma-
carcinoma sequence [1]. However, it is now recognized that
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hyperplastic polyps, once deemed benign, can also evolve into
CRC via the serrated pathway [2]. This serrated pathway
accounts for about 15% to 30% of all CRC cases [3,4]. The
occurrence of interval CRC, which ranges from 0.5 to 1 case
per 1000 patient-years, is influenced by factors such as the
intricate nature of colorectal anatomy and variations in
the quality of colonoscopy techniques [5–7]. Despite
advancements in detection and treatment, early-stage colon
cancer continues to present a clinical risk for recurrence [8].
CRC remains a major global health concern as the third
most frequently diagnosed cancer, characterized by a high
mortality rate and a 5-year survival rate ranging between
50% and 65% [9].

Recent research has increasingly highlighted a significant
association between metabolic diseases and the emergence of
intestinal polyps [10–12]. For example, in Israel, a study found
that patients with metabolic syndrome (MetS) had a notably
higher likelihood of developing advanced polyps, with an
odds ratio of 10.64 compared to those without MetS. This
suggests MetS as a potential risk factor for the development
of advanced intestinal polyps [11]. Additionally, the
presence of high triglyceride and low-density lipoprotein
levels in hyperlipidemia patients has been linked to a 50%
likelihood of polyp occurrence [12]. Moreover, MetS,
particularly type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), has been
identified as closely related to an increased risk of cancer.
Data from the Czech Republic showed that individuals with
T2DM or cardiovascular risks had a higher prevalence of
advanced adenomas compared to the general population
[13]. A comprehensive meta-analysis encompassing 150
studies and involving over 32 million individuals reinforced
this connection, demonstrating a robust epidemiological link
between T2DM and CRC [14]. Interestingly, this
relationship appears to be bidirectional, with CRC patients
also showing an increased risk of developing T2DM [15,16].
Obesity and high body fat are also recognized as significant
risk factors for CRC [17,18], although the underlying
mechanisms remain somewhat unclear. Recognizing these
correlations, researchers in both Asian [19] and European
[20] contexts have improved the precision of CRC screening
by incorporating factors like MetS and Body Mass Index
(BMI) into their screening criteria. These developments
underscore the intricate interplay between metabolic
disorders and the risk of CRC.

While much of the research on the relationship between
CRC and MetS has focused on incidence rates and
epidemiological links, in-depth exploration of the
underlying mechanisms [21–23], especially beyond type 2
diabetes mellitus (T2DM), remains limited. Notably, studies
have shown that obesity’s association with CRC is more
pronounced in men [24,25]. In the context of T2DM,
several factors have been identified as contributing to CRC
development. Chronic hyperglycemia [26], a hallmark of
T2DM, can meet the increased glucose demands of tumors,
potentially leading to chemotherapy resistance and
activating the hexosamine metabolic pathway [27–31]. This
pathway influences various cellular processes such as cell
cycle regulation, chromatin dynamics, and gene expression
through O-GlcNAcylation [32], thereby facilitating CRC
progression. Moreover, hyperglycemia can increase reactive

oxygen species (ROS) in mitochondria, leading to oxidative
stress [31], which causes DNA damage [33] and can
stimulate cellular proliferation, growth, and apoptosis [34].
ROS also activates NF-κB, promoting the expression of
proinflammatory cytokines [35]. Inflammation plays a
critical role in CRC development, particularly through the
activation of the Wnt signaling pathway, commonly
observed in CRC cases with chromosome instability (CIN)
[36]. Insulin resistance (IR), another component of T2DM,
is significantly linked to CRC. IR leads to hyperinsulinemia,
which is believed to be a primary driver of CRC [37,38],
given insulin’s role in regulating the Wnt/β-catenin
signaling pathway [39,40]. The insulin-like growth factor is
also implicated in this process, further emphasizing the
complex interplay between T2DM and CRC [37,41].

In summary, the interconnections between MetS,
intestinal polyps, and CRC are intricately linked. The
complexity of both CRC and MetS arises from their
interactions across various signaling pathways. However, the
elucidation of many molecular mechanisms remains
challenging, primarily due to the prolonged development
period of CRC and the complexities associated with
collecting clinical data. In our study, we focused on
collecting and analyzing intestinal polyps from patients with
metabolic abnormalities. Through data mining and clinical
sample validation, we aimed to identify potential molecular
targets that could explain the link between the abnormal
metabolism associated with intestinal polyps and the onset
of colorectal cancer. This approach provides valuable
insights and a foundation for further research in
understanding and potentially mitigating the risks associated
with MetS and CRC.

Materials and Methods

Study subjects
Nineteen individuals (including 9 females, 47.37%) were
included in this study, with a mean age of 59 years and a
median age of 56 years (range 45–81 years). Ten patients
had metabolic disease and 9 did not (Table 1). Intestinal
polyps were obtained from both groups, with the metabolic
syndrome (MetS) group comprising polyps from patients
with MetS, and the ordinary (Ord) group comprising polyps
from patients without MetS.

Inclusion criteria comprised individuals scheduled for
colon polyp removal surgery from the year 2021 to 2022,
with confirmation of the presence or absence of metabolic
syndrome based on blood tests and medical history.
Additionally, participants were required to express their
willingness to engage in the research. Exclusion criteria
consisted of individuals aged 90 or older, those who had
used antibiotics or probiotics in the past month, individuals
with other gastrointestinal diseases, patients undergoing
metabolic-affecting medication, individuals with a
combination of colon polyps and colorectal cancer, and
those incapable of signing an informed consent form.

RNA-seq
Intestinal polyp samples (Table 1) were frozen in liquid
nitrogen and submitted to Geneplus Technology
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Corporation (Shenzhen, China) for total RNA isolation,
mRNA purification, library preparation, and sequencing.

Differential gene expression analysis by RNA-seq
RNA-Seq results were analyzed using R programming
language and software (version 3.5.1). mRNAs with log2-
fold change (|log2-FC| > 1.2, p < 0.01) were considered
differentially expressed mRNAs, which identified
differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The DEG sets were
named “Ord vs. MetS”.

Protein-protein interaction network analysis
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks contain
information on the biological processes and molecular
functions of cells. We used STRING Version 9.1 (http://
www.string-db.org).

GO and KEGG pathway analysis
We performed Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/tool/map_pathway1.
html) pathway enrichment analysis, and the larger and
higher bubbles represented highly significantly enriched
pathway terms. Enriched gene+ontology (GO) terms
were classified according to biological process, molecular
function, and cellular component to describe gene attributes.

The online mapping tool Bioinformatics (http://www.
bioinformatics.com.cn) was used to generate a histogram of
the top ten items. Venn diagrams and bubble graphs of the
top fifteen items were generated using the free online
analysis tool OmicShare (http://www.omicshare.com/tools).

GSCA: gene set cancer analysis
The URL for Gene Set Cancer Analysis (GSCA) is “http://
bioinfo.life.hust.edu.cn/GSCA/#/”. First, trend analysis was
performed using the Mann-Kendall Trend Test, where the p
value of the Mann-Kendall test for trend analysis depends
on the number of subjects. The number of stages (n = 4)
was too small to obtain a significant p value (<0.05). A
p value of 0.09 indicates that gene expression is
continuously reduced or increased from stage I to stage IV.
Therefore, the p value of the trend test is for reference only.
Second, mRNA expression and clinical survival data were
used to divide tumor samples into high and low expression
groups using sample barcode and median mRNA values.
Then, the survival time and status were fitted within the two
groups using the R package survival. Cox proportional-
hazards model and Logrank tests were performed for every
gene in every cancer. Moreover, samples were stratified into
high and low expression groups based on the median gene
expression. The disparity in pathway activity scores (PAS)
between these groups was determined using the Student’s
t-test. The p-value underwent FDR adjustment, and
significance was attributed to FDR ≤ 0.05. The potential
effects of gene mRNA on pathway activity were determined
as follows: if samples in the higher gene expression group
had significantly higher pathway activity (FDR <= 0.05), we
considered that the gene may have a potential activating
effect on pathway activity; otherwise, the gene may be
considered to have a potential inhibitory effect on pathway
activity.

IHC staining
Seven dehydrated intestinal polyp tissues (3 from the Ord
group and 4 from the MetS group) were embedded in
paraffin and sectioned at 4 μm. Intestinal polyp tissue
sections were incubated for 20 min at 60°C, deparaffinized
in xylene, and rehydrated by ethanol. For antigen retrieval,
the sections were pretreated by microwaving for 15 min in
10 mM citrate buffer (Citric acid antigen repair solution,
Cat No. P0081, Beyotime) and cooled to room temperature.
Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by adding a
few drops of H2O2 onto the sections (Rabbit reinforced
polymer detection reagent kit, Cat No. PV-9001, ZSGB),
and the sections were incubated with a blocking solution
(5% normal goat serum, Cat No. C0005, Bioss) for 1h at
room temperature. Primary antibodies were incubated
overnight at 4°C (primary antibodies, Cat No. DF9286
(PCP4), Cat No. AF0261 (TGFB), Cat No. DF6064
(OLFMI), Cat No. AF5335 (Fibronectin), Affinity). The next
day, an appropriate amount of goat anti-rabbit IgG polymer
labeled with enhanced enzyme was dripped (Rabbit
reinforced polymer detection reagent kit, Cat No. PV-9001,
ZSGB) and incubated at 37°C for 30 min. DAB color
development (DAB color reagent kit, Cat No. ZLI-9018,
ZSGB), nuclear solid red staining (0.1%) (nuclear solid red

TABLE 1

Characteristics of the analyzed material

Characteristic Patients, no. (%)*

Ord group,
n = 9

MetS group,
n = 10

Total = 19

Age, median (range),
years

51(45–59) 65.5 (47–81) 56 (45–81)

Sex

Women 4 (44.4) 5 (50) 9 (47.4)

Men 5 (55.6) 5 (50) 10 (52.6)

Metabolic syndrome 0 10 (100) 10 (52.6)

Hyperlipidemia 0 4 (40) 4 (21.1)

Diabetes 0 4 (40) 4 (21.1)

Hypertension 0 4 (40) 4 (21.1)

RNA-Seq analysis

Ord group,
n = 3

MetS group,
n = 3

Total = 6

Age, median (range),
years

51(45–53) 56 (47–57) 52 (45–57)

Sex

Women 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 3 (50)

Men 1 (33.3) 2 (66.7) 3 (50)

Metabolic syndrome 0 3 (100) 3 (50)

Hyperlipidemia 0 2 (66.7) 2 (33.3)

Diabetes 0 1 (33.3) 1 (16.7)

Hypertension 0 0 0
Note: *Unless stated otherwise. Metabolic syndrome (MetS) group: polyps
from patients with MetS; Ordinary (Ord) group: polyps from patients
without MetS.
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staining, Cat No. G1320, Solarbio), dehydration,
transparency, coverslip sections, and mounting were
performed. Images were acquired using a microscope (Leica
DM3000 LED).

Cell culture and transfection
Human intestinal polyp epithelial cell (HIPEC) (Cat No. IM-
H398, IMMOCELL, China) are derived from colorectal polyp
tissues and immortalized through lentiviral transduction with
the SV40 gene. HIPEC was maintained in RPMI 1640 medium
(Cat No. PM150145, Procell, China) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (Cat No. 164210, Procell, China) and 1%
streptomycin/penicillin (Cat No. C0222, Beyotime, China)
and the cells were cultured at 37°C in a humidified
incubator containing 5% CO2.

OLFM1 small interfering RNA (siRNA) was obtained
from Ribobio (Guangzhou, China). We transfected Si-
OLFM1 using Lip 2000 reagent (Cat No. 11668019, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA). Three synthesized siRNA sequences
were tested using Western Blot experiments to assess their
interference with OLFM1 synthesis, aiming to identify the
most effective siRNA sequence.

Western blotting
The experimental procedures were conducted as described in
reference [42]. The equipment and materials used in this
experiment includes: β-actin (1:1000, Cat No. Ab8226,
ABclonal, China), OLFM1 (1:1000, Cat No. DF6064,
Affinity, China), RIPA Lysis Buffer (Cat No. P0013C,
Beyotime, China), PMSF (Cat No. ST505, Beyotime, China),
High Speed Freezing Centrifuge (Model 5424R, Eppendorf,
Germany).

Reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction
(RT-qPCR)
The cells of each group were collected in enzyme-free EP
tubes, and the cells were cleaved by adding TRizol (Cat No.
R0016, Beyotime, China). The total RNA of cells was
extracted according to the procedure of total RNA
extraction, and then reverse transcription was performed
with the reverse transcription kit (Cat No. R047A, Takara,
Japan) according to the instructions. The SYBR Green

Realtime PCR Master Mix kit (Cat No. QPK-212,
TOYOBO, Japan) was used for real-time fluorescence
quantification. The primer sequences are as follows:

Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) assay
HIPECs in the logarithmic growth phase were seeded in 96-
well plates with 2000 cells per well and cultured for 24 h
before transfection. At 24, 48 and 72 h, CCK8 (Cat No.
C0039, Beyotime, China) was used to detect the cell
viability. In enzyme standard instrument (Model
SYNERGY | H1, Bio Tek, America) 450 nm wavelength
measuring OD value.

Colony formation assay
HIPEC in the logarithmic growth phase were harvested and
800 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and transfected with
siRNA 24 h later. Cultures were incubated at 37°C and 5%
CO2 until colonies formed. After fixation with 4%
paraformaldehyde (Cat No. P0099, Beyotime, China) for
15 min, the staining solution was stained with crystal violet
solution (Cat No. C0121, Beyotime, China) for 15 min, the
staining solution was slowly washed off with running water
and dried in air. 6-well plates were photographed (Model
DMi8, Leica, Germany).

Wound healing assay
Using a marker, horizontal lines were drawn on the back of
the 6-well plate, crossing at least 5 lines per hole, each
evenly and parallel. Human intestinal polyp epithelial cells
were seeded into 6-well plates and cultured at 37°C and 5%
CO2 until the cells reached approximately 80% to 90%
confluence. The cell surface was scraped with the end of a
200 μl pipette to create a scratch. After the streeting was
completed, the cells were washed 2–3 times with sterile PBS
(Cat No. C0221A, Beyotime, China) to remove the streeted
cells and transfected with siRNA. Photographs (Model
DMi8, Leica, Germany) of wound healing were taken at 0
and 48 h.

Transwell migration assay
1 × 105 cells were seeded and cultured in the upper chamber of
a Transwell plate (Cat No. 3422, Corning, USA), and 600 to
700 μl of medium was added to the lower chamber. After
24 h, siRNA transfection was performed. The cells were
incubated for 24 h at 37°C in 5% CO2. The medium was
removed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 to 20 min,
washed twice with PBS, and stained with 0.1% crystal violet
solution in the dark for 10 to 25 min. The cells were rinsed

OLFM1-
siRNA-1

Guide
sequence

UAUGGAUUGAGACAUGUUCUG

(Homo
sapiens)

(5′→3′)

OLFM1-
siRNA-2

Guide
sequence

UGGAUUGAGACAUGUUCUGCACC

(Homo
sapiens)

(5′→3′)

OLFM1-
siRNA-3

Guide
sequence

UGAGUUCAGUGCCCAUCAGGAUG

(Homo
sapiens)

(5′→3′)

OLFM1
(Homo
sapiens)

Forward
primer

CTGAATCCAGGCGTGGGGAC

Reverse
primer

AGTGAGTTCAGTGCCCATCAG

β-actin
(Homo
sapiens)

Forward
primer

CATGTACGTTGCTATCCAGGC

Reverse
primer

CTCCTTAATGTCACGCACGAT
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twice with PBS. Photographs (Model DMi8, Leica, Germany)
were taken with a microscope.

Statistical analysis
The IHC images were quantified using ImageJ Pro Plus 6.0,
and comparisons were made using GraphPad Prism 8.0.1.
All data were expressed as mean ± SD, and nonparametric
tests were used to determine the statistical significance of
differences between groups.

Results

Analysis was performed on the general transcriptome of
intestinal polyps from patients with metabolic diseases and
those without metabolic diseases.

The transcriptome of intestinal polyps in patients with
metabolic diseases and common patients was analyzed by
RNA sequencing. The volcano plot showed 1047
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (Fig. 1a). Heat map

FIGURE 1. Overall transcriptome analysis between intestinal polyps in patients with metabolic diseases and intestinal polyps in non-MetS
patients. (a) Volcano plots of all differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the control vs. MetS groups. (b) Statistics of all DEGs. (c) Heat map
of all DEGs. (d) KEGG pathway enrichment of all DEGs. ord, ordinary group. MetS, metabolic syndrome group.
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and DEG statistics revealed 61 up-regulated genes and 75
down-regulated genes (Figs. 1b and 1c). KEGG pathway
enrichment analysis showed that the DEGs were
significantly involved in the cell cycle pathway, oocyte
meiosis, human T cell leukemia virus 1 infection, and the
cellular senescence pathway (Fig. 1d).

Identification of key hub DEGs by integrating RNA-seq, TCGA,
and CTD databases
Forty-four DEGs related to colon adenocarcinoma (COAD)
(http://gepia2.cancer-pku.cn/#index) and intestinal polyp
diseases (http://ctdbase.org/) were further screened by Venn
diagram analysis of public databases (Fig. 2a), providing

FIGURE 2. Screening key hub DEGs via WGCNA analysis integrating RNA-seq, TCGA, and CTD databases. (a) Venn diagram of RNA-seq,
TCGA, and CTD databases. (b) GO results of biological process (BP), Cellular component (CC), and molecular function (MF). (c) KEGG
pathway enrichment of hub DEGs. (d) Molecular functional prediction of hub DEGs. (e) The fold change of hub DEGs in RNA-seq and
GEPIA-COAD database. (f) The PPI interaction network of significant hub DEGs (|FC| ≥ 1.5). Metabolic syndrome (MetS) group: polyps
from patients with MetS; Ordinary (Ord) group: polyps from patients without MetS.
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targets for exploring the role of metabolic diseases in the
progression of intestinal polyps into colorectal cancer. GO
analysis indicated that these genes are significantly involved
in mitotic nuclear division spindle, histone kinase activity,
and cyclin-dependent protein serine/threonine kinase
regulator activity (Fig. 2b). The KEGG pathway also
enriched in cell cycle and oocyte meiosis pathways (Fig. 2c),
which is the same as the general transcriptome analysis.
Moreover, molecular functional prediction showed that
purkinje cell protein 4 (PCP4), assembly factor for spindle

microtubules (ASPM), and death associated protein kinase 1
(DAPK1) were involved in calmodulin binding, cyclin B1
(CCNB1), cyclin A2 (CCNA2), and cyclin B2 (CCNB2)
were involved in the activity of the serine/threonine kinase
regulator, cyclin-dependent protein, cell division cycle 20
(CDC20), fibronectin 1 (FN1), and centromere protein F
(CENPF) involved in protein C-terminus binding (Fig. 2d).
We further compared the change trend of hub DEGs (|FC|
≥ 1.5) in RNA-Seq and Gene Expression Profiling
Interactive Analysis (GEPIA)-COAD database and found

FIGURE 3. Tumor correlation analysis of candidate genes in the TCGA-COAD database. (a) Expression trend in pathological stages (trend
plot). (b) Survival difference between high and low gene expression. (c) The proportion of COAD instances in which the mRNA expression of a
particular gene may influence pathway activity. (d) Correlation between expression levels of PCP4, FN1, TGF-β3, and OLFM1 in COAD. The
correlation module plots expression scatterplots for user-defined gene pairs in COAD, displaying Spearman’s rho and statistical significance.
p < 0.05 indicates significant correlation.
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that PCP4, FN1, transforming growth factor beta 3 (TGF-β3)
and olfactomedin 1 (OLFM1) were down-regulated in both
intestinal polyps in patients with metabolic diseases and
patients with COAD patients (Fig. 2e). The interaction
network of hub DEGs showed that these four genes also
interacted with the AGE-RAGE pathway (Fig. 2f).

Analysis of the tumor relationship of four candidate genes in
the TCGA database
The expression trend analysis in pathological stages (trend
plot) showed that PCP4 was closely related to stage
development (Fig. 3a and Table 2). The survival analysis
showed that higher expression of FN1, PCP4, and TGF-β3
indicated higher risk (Fig. 3b and Table 3). The pathway
activity analysis showed that PCP4, OLFM1, and TGF-β3
probably inhibited the cell cycle (Fig. 3c and Table 4).
Additionally, the correlation between PCP4, FN1, OLFM1,
and TGF-β3 was analyzed using TIMER (https://cistrome.
shinyapps.io/timer/). The results showed that TGF-β3 was
significantly positively correlated with FN1 (cor = 0.754),

OLFM1 was positively correlated with FN1 (cor = 0.451),
OLFM1 was positively correlated with TGF-β3 (cor =
0.451), and OLFM1 was positively correlated with PCP4
(cor = 0.159) (Fig. 3d).

IHC analysis was performed for the four candidate genes
IHC analysis showed that OLFM1 was localized in the
cytoplasmic matrix and expressed in the glandular cavity
and smooth muscle tissue. And further statistical analyses
were conducted on the positive signal intensity of OLFM1
within the unit area, and the same was done for the other
three candidate proteins. Compared to the Ord group,
OLFM1 expression was significantly decreased in the MetS
group (p = 0.0053) (Fig. 4a). FN1 was localized in the
cytoplasmic matrix, mainly expressed in tissues outside the
glandular lumen such as smooth muscle, and there was no
significant difference between the Ord group and MetS
group (Fig. 4b). Similarly, PCP4 was localized in the
cytoplasmic matrix and expressed in glandular lumen and
smooth muscle tissue. There was no significant difference

TABLE 2

The difference of mRNA expression between stages in COAD

Cancer_type Symbol Stagetype Stage1 Stage2 Stage3 Stage4 p value fdr Entrez

COAD FN1 Pathologic_stage 18000/45 31000/111 34000/81 30000/39 0.072650406 0.294611401 2335

COAD OLFM1 Pathologic_stage 82/45 90/111 99/81 130/39 0.691235304 0.836189254 10439

COAD PCP4 Pathologic_stage 51000/45 27700/111 97000/80 84000/39 0.0394178986 0.83781552 5121

COAD TGF-β3 Pathologic_stage 190/45 260/111 320/81 270/39 0.212115573 0.486213953 7043

TABLE 3

The survival difference between high and low gene expression groups

Cancer_type Symbol Sur_type Hr_categorical (H/L) Coxp_categorical Logrankp Higher_risk_of_death

COAD FN1 OS 1.646471269 0.041439338 0.039506566 Higher expr.

COAD FN1 PFS 1.279034208 0.20830963 0.206508261 Higher expr.

COAD FN1 DSS 2.269317237 0.019140407 0.016138702 Higher expr.

COAD FN1 DFI 0.883694306 0.812904191 0.812790835 Lower expr.

COAD OLFM1 OS 1.098053163 0.699926829 0.699826149 Higher expr.

COAD OLFM1 PFS 1.025705084 0.895757148 0.894810703 Higher expr.

COAD OLFM1 DSS 1.833906596 0.083351338 0.078868752 Higher expr.

COAD OLFM1 DFI 0.93939489 0.901861223 0.901845852 Lower expr.

COAD PCP4 OS 1.509650376 0.091976526 0.089806662 Higher expr.

COAD PCP4 PFS 1.319439156 0.153582968 0.151700189 Higher expr.

COAD PCP4 DSS 2.043858629 0.040618788 0.03663403 Higher expr.

COAD PCP4 DFI 1.032200111 0.949545965 0.949543878 Higher expr.

COAD TGF-β3 OS 1.673144251 0.035227832 0.033275006 Higher expr.

COAD TGF-β3 PFS 1.482937368 0.04289314 0.041499551 Higher expr.

COAD TGF-β3 DSS 2.63812742 0.007385724 0.005358719 Higher expr.

COAD TGF-β3 DFI 0.654818906 0.434338412 0.43099016 Lower expr.
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between the Ord group and MetS group (Fig. 4c). TGF-β3 was
localized in the cytoplasmic matrix and mainly expressed in
the glandular lumen, but there was no significant difference
between the Ord group and MetS group (Fig. 4d).

OLFM1 inhibited cell colony formation, proliferation and
migration
To further explore the molecular mechanism of OLFM1 in
intestinal polyps, we designed OLFM1 SiRNA to reduce the

TABLE 4

The differences of pathway activity between high and low mRNA expression

Cancertype Symbol Pathway fdr Class Diff Entrez

COAD FN1 Apoptosis 0.322421364 None −0.294681493 2335

COAD FN1 CellCycle 0.128873077 None −0.401728594 2335

COAD FN1 DNADamage 0.161864891 None −0.265166893 2335

COAD FN1 EMT 1.37446E-11 Activation 2.60494263 2335

COAD FN1 Hormone AR 0.65478621 None 0.062589356 2335

COAD FN1 Hormone ER 0.128873077 None 0.201343997 2335

COAD FN1 PI3KAKT 0.112461652 None 0.686210272 2335

COAD FN1 RASMAPK 0.322421364 None 0.365955187 2335

COAD FN1 RTK 0.128873077 None 0.346869524 2335

COAD FN1 TSCmTOR 0.387741587 None 0.17982147 2335

COAD OLFM1 Apoptosis 0.009380394 Inhibition −0.744681452 10439

COAD OLFM1 CellCycle 0.000053917 Inhibition −0.952820792 10439

COAD OLFM1 DNADamage 0.011300347 Inhibition −0.43863263 10439

COAD OLFM1 EMT 0.000053917 Activation 1.686289377 10439

COAD OLFM1 Hormone AR 0.395461474 None −0.12823953 10439

COAD OLFM1 Hormone ER 0.009380394 Activation 0.295171272 10439

COAD OLFM1 PI3KAKT 0.225064431 None 0.405839597 10439

COAD OLFM1 RASMAPK 0.09053539 None 0.600319615 10439

COAD OLFM1 RTK 0.051355927 None 0.399866494 10439

COAD OLFM1 TSCmTOR 0.415654323 None 0.15775136 10439

COAD PCP4 Apoptosis 0.000069509 Inhibition −1.155511436 5121

COAD PCP4 CellCycle 0.000276236 Inhibition −0.869253603 5121

COAD PCP4 DNADamage 0.801644767 None −0.040193717 5121

COAD PCP4 EMT 0.217441938 None 0.659733761 5121

COAD PCP4 Hormone AR 0.511013512 None 0.158620339 5121

COAD PCP4 Hormone ER 0.787470633 None 0.046821915 5121

COAD PCP4 PI3KAKT 0.080929128 None 0.675497666 5121

COAD PCP4 RASMAPK 0.0377340122 Inhibition 0.270792346 5121

COAD PCP4 RTK 0.513089725 None 0.190581532 5121

COAD PCP4 TSCmTOR 0.787470633 None 0.071654895 5121

COAD TGF-β3 Apoptosis 0.954276574 None −0.014924754 7043

COAD TGF-β3 CellCycle 0.002319561 Inhibition −0.731279299 7043

COAD TGF-β3 DNADamage 0.148555995 None −0.30118743 7043

COAD TGF-β3 EMT 1.6445E-14 Activation 2.919293905 7043

COAD TGF-β3 Hormone AR 0.435975341 None 0.122551305 7043

COAD TGF-β3 Hormone ER 0.000042796 Activation 0.444089065 7043

COAD TGF-β3 PI3KAKT 0.351619639 None 0.377772029 7043

COAD TGF-β3 RASMAPK 0.0191211032 None 0.539610331 7043

COAD TGF-β3 RTK 0.435975341 None 0.159526323 7043

COAD TGF-β3 TSCmTOR 0.435975341 None 0.168291255 7043
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expression of OLFM1 in human intestinal polyp epithelial
cells. The results of WB and qPCR showed that SiRNA-1
had the best interference effect among the three interference
sequences (Figs. 5a and 5b), and SiRNA-1 was selected for
subsequent experiments. Further, we examined the
proliferation ability of HIPEC by CCK8 Kit. Our results
revealed that compared with the cells in the NC group, Si-
OLFM1 significantly promoted the growth of HIPEC cells
on 48 and 72 h (Fig. 5c). Then, Colony formation assays
also revealed that the number of clones in Si-OLFM1 group
was significantly higher than that in NC group (Fig. 5d).
Wound healing and transwell assays were used to detect the
migration ability of HIPEC. The results showed that the

migration ability has been enhanced by OLFM1 knocking
down (Figs. 5e and 5f).

Discussion

In our study, the age range of the metabolic syndrome (MetS)
group was notably broad, spanning from 47 to 81 years with a
median age of 65.5. In contrast, the ordinary polyp (Ord)
group’s median age was 51 (Table 1). This significant
median age difference of 14.5 years between the groups
could suggest a more rapid progression to advanced stages
of polyp carcinization in the MetS group, potentially
indicating a heightened CRC risk for these individuals. This

FIGURE 4. Immunohistochemistry of the four candidate genes. Immunohistochemistry shows the expression of OLFM1 (a), FN1 (b), PCP4
(c), and TGF-β (d). The values are presented as mean ± SD (n = 3 in the non-MetS group and n = 4 in the MetS group). **p < 0.01. Scale bar =
100 μm. Metabolic syndrome (MetS) group: polyps from patients with MetS; Ordinary (Ord) group: polyps from patients without MetS.
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hypothesis aligns with recent research indicating that MetS is
a significant independent risk factor for colorectal polyps in
middle-aged and elderly populations in Taiwan [43]. The
increased recurrence of intestinal polyps observed in the
MetS group might be a contributing factor to the larger
proportion of older patients in this cohort.

Our transcriptome data analysis of intestinal polyp
samples from the metabolic syndrome (MetS) and ordinary
polyp (Ord) groups revealed marked differences in the
process of metaphase chromosome segregation, suggesting a
potential role in the cancerous transformation of intestinal
polyps. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis highlighted variations
in key cellular components, including the spindle, spindle
pole, and kinetochore (as shown in Fig. 2b), all of which are
integral to chromosome segregation. Additionally, the data
indicated distinct differences in the Biological Process and
Molecular Function categories, further suggesting divergent
mechanisms in chromosome division between the two groups.

Chromosomal missegregation can lead to genomic
rearrangements encompassing seven primary types of
structural aberrations: translocations, insertions, deletions,
and complex recombination events often associated with

chromosomal mutations through classical non-homologous
end joining [44]. These structural aberrations are commonly
seen in colorectal cancer (CRC) with chromosome
instability, a feature present in approximately 80% to 85% of
CRC cases [45]. Additionally, the missegregation of
chromosomes can induce DNA damage [46] and the
formation of micronuclei [47]. These micronuclei can then
trigger a cascade of carcinogenic events, including further
DNA damage [48,49], chromothripsis (a phenomenon of
extensive chromosomal shattering and rearrangement) [50],
and complex genomic rearrangements [44], further
exacerbating the risk of cancer development.

In the majority of CRC cases featuring chromosome
instability (CIN), there is a notable activation of the Wnt
signaling pathway [36]. This observation is corroborated by
our study’s KEGG pathway enrichment analysis, which
revealed that the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in
intestinal polyps from both MetS and Ord groups are
implicated in the Wnt signaling pathway (Fig. 1d), as
depicted in Fig. 1d. Activation of the Wnt pathway leads to
the increased transcriptional activity of β-Catenin in the
nucleus, resulting in the ongoing activation of genes that

FIGURE 5. OLFM1 inhibited cell colony formation, proliferation and migration. Verification of siRNA interference efficiency which were
assessed by RT-qPCR (b) and WB (a); (c) knockdown of OLFM1 promoted the proliferation of human intestinal polyp epithelial cell
(HIPEC) which was assessed by CCK-8 assay; (d) knockdown of OLFM1 promoted the colony formation ability of HIPEC, scale bar =
3 mm; (e) and (f) knockdown of OLFM1 promoted the migration of HIPEC which were assessed by wound healing assay and transwell
assays. The values are performed as mean ± SD (n = 3, **p < 0.01), scale bar = 50 μm. NC, Negative Control. Si-1, OLFM1 siRNA-1.
Si-2, OLFM1 siRNA-2. Si-3, OLFM1 siRNA-3.
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play a pivotal role in the development of cancer, including
VEGF, MYC, and CCND1 [51,52]. This evidence
underscores the critical role of the Wnt pathway in the
pathogenesis of CRC, particularly in cases associated with
CIN.

A key characteristic of cancer development is
uncontrolled cell proliferation, which often results from a
disrupted cell cycle. Our study’s KEGG pathway enrichment
analysis highlights that the DEGs related to the cell cycle
were significantly distinct between the MetS and Ord
groups, as shown in Figs. 1d and 2c. These DEGs were also
linked to the p53 signaling pathway, a critical regulator of
the cell cycle (Figs. 1d, 2c). Given the patterns observed in
the transcriptome data, it suggests a notable difference in
the risk of polyp progression to CRC between the two
patient groups. This increased risk may stem from errors in
chromosome segregation during mitosis, underscoring the
importance of genomic stability in the prevention of CRC.

Analysis of the pathological stages in our study revealed a
notable trend: the proteins FN1, TGF-β3, and PCP4 showed
increasing expression levels correlating with the progression
of CRC, as depicted in Fig. 3a and detailed in Table 2. These
proteins are known to facilitate tumor metastasis and
invasion and are implicated in CRC development [53–55].
However, our immunohistochemical analysis did not find a
significant difference in the expression levels of these
proteins between the metabolic syndrome (MetS) and
ordinary polyp (Ord) groups, as illustrated in Figs. 4b–4d.
This observation aligns with the typical progression of CRC,
where invasive and metastatic characteristics are more
pronounced in advanced stages of the disease. Since the
polyps in our study had not yet progressed to CRC, it is
reasonable that the levels of these proteins, which are
associated with tumor metastasis and invasion, were not
excessively elevated.

Our study’s trend analysis indicated that OLFM1
expression was highest in the early stages of CRC and
displayed a general decreasing trend with the disease’s
progression, as shown in Fig. 3a and Table 2. The role of
OLFM1 in tumors [56–59], including CRC, is not
extensively understood, with only a handful of omics studies
mentioning its involvement. Particularly noteworthy is
research indicating that the down-regulation of OLFM1
enhances the proliferative abilities of CRC cells in vitro, an
effect linked to the activation of the non-classical NF-κB
signaling pathway [60]. Our immunohistochemical findings
corroborate this, revealing significantly lower OLFM1
expression in the metabolic syndrome (MetS) group
compared to the ordinary polyp (Ord) group (Fig. 4a),
aligning with our transcriptome data. Moreover,
experiments demonstrated that OLFM1 knockdown notably
increased the proliferation and migration of human
intestinal polyp epithelial cells (Fig. 5), as evidenced in
Fig. 5. These observations suggest a crucial role for OLFM1
in the transition from intestinal polyps to CRC.

An intriguing aspect of this study is the recent findings
on adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells, which indicated
that extracellular vesicles secreted by MetS-derived cells can
promote the nuclear expression of NF-κB in target cells
[61]. Given that NF-κB is a key transcription factor

regulating a range of cell cycle proteins, the down-regulation
of OLFM1 in MetS-associated intestinal polyps could
potentially impact mitosis [62]. The involvement of
exosomes and the NF-κB pathway in this context opens up
new avenues for understanding how MetS might contribute
to the advancement of CRC. Although some critical
evidence is still lacking, these findings provide a promising
direction for future research in this area. Currently, the
majority of research on metabolic syndrome and CRC
primarily addresses their incidence and epidemiological
links [21–23]. Although the relationship between insulin
resistance, a component of MetS, and CRC has been more
thoroughly investigated, the precise molecular mechanisms
involved remain largely unexplored [13,63].

The age factor of intestinal polyp sample providers is a
limiting factor in this research, due to the uncontrollable
nature of clinical sample collection, which makes it
challenging to gather a large number of samples with
consistent ages. Advanced age may simultaneously be a risk
factor for both metabolic diseases and CRC, potentially
influencing the interpretation of experimental results.
However, recent investigations have established a close
correlation between metabolic diseases and the onset of
CRC [16,64], supporting the inferences of this study.
Additionally, this research does not elucidate how low
OLFM1 expression, induced by intestinal polyps concurrent
with metabolic diseases, triggers the transformation of
intestinal polyps into CRC. Although several hypotheses are
proposed in this study, further verification and mechanistic
exploration are required in animal models, such as inducing
intestinal polyps to cause downregulation of OLFM1
expression, investigating how OLFM1 downregulation leads
to the formation of CRC, and exploring related mechanisms.
This aspect is intriguing, yet it necessitates further scientific
investment.

Our study contributes to this field by demonstrating a
decrease in OLFM1 protein expression in intestinal polyps
associated with MetS. This reduction in OLFM1 may have
significant implications for mitotic processes within these
polyps. In the context of MetS, the altered metabolic
environment, coupled with reduced OLFM1 expression,
appears to influence the behavior of exosomes and
potentially activates the NF-κB signaling pathway. While
there are still gaps in our understanding, particularly
regarding the direct molecular pathways involved, our
findings offer a novel perspective on how MetS may
facilitate the progression of CRC. This new direction in
research could prove pivotal in fully elucidating the complex
interactions between MetS and CRC development.

Conclusion

Our research uncovers noteworthy disparities in gene
expression and cellular pathways between intestinal polyps
in patients with metabolic syndrome (MetS) and those in
non-MetS individuals. These differences suggest an elevated
risk of polyp progression to colorectal cancer (CRC) in the
MetS group. Specifically, the decreased expression of
OLFM1 in MetS-associated intestinal polyps emerges as a
critical factor potentially influencing mitotic regulation. The
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alteration of OLFM1 expression seems to promote cell
migration and proliferation in intestinal polyps,
underscoring a potentially significant role in the progression
of CRC. These insights offer a fresh perspective on the
impact of MetS on CRC development. Future research is
necessary to delve deeper into the specific molecular
mechanisms at play and to assess the implications of these
findings for both diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in the
context of CRC.
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